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a b s t r a c t 

Ageing affects auditory neural phase-locked activities which could increase the challenges experienced 

during speech-in-noise (SiN) perception by older adults. However, evidence for how ageing affects SiN 

perception through these phase-locked activities is still lacking. It is also unclear whether influences of 

ageing on phase-locked activities in response to different acoustic properties have similar or different 

mechanisms to affect SiN perception. The present study addressed these issues by measuring early-stage 

phase-locked encoding of speech under quiet and noisy backgrounds (speech-shaped noise (SSN) and 

multi-talker babbles) in adults across a wide age range (19–75 years old). Participants passively listened 

to a repeated vowel whilst the frequency-following response (FFR) to fundamental frequency that has 

primary subcortical sources and cortical phase-locked response to slowly-fluctuating acoustic envelopes 

were recorded. We studied how these activities are affected by age and age-related hearing loss and how 

they are related to SiN performances (word recognition in sentences in noise). First, we found that the 

effects of age and hearing loss differ for the FFR and slow-envelope phase-locking. FFR was significantly 

decreased with age and high-frequency ( ≥ 2 kHz) hearing loss but increased with low-frequency ( < 2 

kHz) hearing loss, whilst the slow-envelope phase-locking was significantly increased with age and hear- 

ing loss across frequencies. Second, potential relationships between the types of phase-locked activities 

and SiN perception performances were also different. We found that the FFR and slow-envelope phase- 

locking positively corresponded to SiN performance under multi-talker babbles and SSN, respectively. 

Finally, we investigated how age and hearing loss affected SiN perception through phase-locked activi- 

ties via mediation analyses. We showed that both types of activities significantly mediated the relation 

between age/hearing loss and SiN perception but in distinct manners. Specifically, FFR decreased with 

age and high-frequency hearing loss which in turn contributed to poorer SiN performance but increased 

with low-frequency hearing loss which in turn contributed to better SiN performance under multi-talker 

babbles. Slow-envelope phase-locking increased with age and hearing loss which in turn contributed to 

better SiN performance under both SSN and multi-talker babbles. Taken together, the present study pro- 

vided evidence for distinct neural mechanisms of early-stage auditory phase-locked encoding of different 

acoustic properties through which ageing affects SiN perception. 

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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eception threshold; SSN, speech-shaped noise; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio; nREM, 
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. Introduction 

Older adults often experience increased difficulty with speech- 

n-noise (SiN) perception ( Hume and Dubno, 2010 ). It has been 

uggested that the degraded neuro-temporal encoding of speech 

ounds in older adults could be a reason for such difficulty 
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1 Our subsequent analyses employed principal component analysis (PCA) on age 

and hearing loss that largely separated the effects of age/high-frequency ( ≥ 2 kHz) 

hearing loss and low-frequency ( < 2 kHz) hearing loss (but could not separate age 

from high-frequency hearing loss; see Methods and Results for details). As such, we 

acknowledge that ‘ageing’ is a process with combined effects of increased age and 

hearing loss and the present study had not specifically tried to distinguish the two 

from each other in a strict manner. 
 Anderson et al., 2012 ). Phase-locked activity, which reflects the 

rain’s ability to synchronize its neural activity with input stim- 

li, informs how neuro-temporal encoding is achieved ( Henry and 

einz, 2012 ; Gransier et al., 2021 ). Therefore, an important re- 

earch question is how phase-locked activity plays a role to 

ffect SiN perception according to ageing. Currently, there are 

wo important types of phase-locked activities in response to 

peech: (1) phase-locked response to speech fundamental fre- 

uency (F 0 ) termed frequency-following response (FFR) that has 

rimary sources at the subcortex ( Coffey et al., 2019 ); and (2) cor-

ical phase-locked response to slowly-fluctuating speech envelopes 

with rates especially at theta range) ( Howard and Poeppel, 2010 ; 

eelle et al., 2013 ). 

FFR is an important neural signature for temporal encoding 

f F 0 cues of speech that originates primarily from the subcor- 

ex ( Aiken and Picton, 2008 ; Chandrasekaran and Kraus, 2010 ; 

idelman, 2018 ; Coffey et al., 2019 ) as well as the primary audi-

ory cortex ( Coffey et al., 2016 , 2019 ; Hartmann and Weisz, 2019 ;

oss et al., 2020 ). Previous studies showed that greater FFR 

agnitudes correspond to better SiN perception in older adults 

 Anderson et al., 2011 ; Fujihira and Shiraishi, 2015 ; Mai et al.,

018 ). It has been also shown that older adults have smaller 

FR magnitudes than young adults ( Anderson et al., 2012 ; 

resacco et al., 2016 ). These findings thus suggest that degraded 

FR may be an indicator to impaired SiN perception during age- 

ng. In addition to FFR, phase-locked response to speech at theta 

ates (4–8 Hz), which reflects cortical tracking of slowly-fluctuating 

nvelopes, is also an important neural index for speech percep- 

ion ( Luo and Poeppel, 2007 ; Peelle et al., 2013 ). In contrast to

FR, this cortical response increases with age ( Presacco et al., 

016 , 2019 ), consistent with findings showing enhanced corti- 

al phase-locking to amplitude-modulated tones following age- 

ng ( Tlumak et al., 2015 ; Goossens et al., 2016 ). Auditory cortical

hase-locking is related to neural excitability in the auditory cor- 

ex ( Ng et al., 2013; Oya et al., 2018 ), indicating that such increased

hase-locking could reflect hyperexcitability possibly related to re- 

uction in neural inhibition in the auditory cortex following ageing 

 Goossens et al., 2016 ). It was also argued that such excessive cor-

ical phase-locking in older adults may reflect a loss of balance be- 

ween inhibitory and excitatory neural processes ( Presacco et al., 

016 ). This could impair network connectivity and over-represent 

peech envelopes relative to other speech features which may in 

urn impair SiN perception ( Presacco et al., 2016 ). 

Despite the reported effects of ageing on phase-locked activi- 

ies and arguments for how these effects may influence SiN per- 

eption, there has not been direct evidence that links such ef- 

ects with behavioral data during SiN perception, i.e., how age- 

ng may affect SiN perception through phase-locked activities. Re- 

ent studies had attempted to address this issue. For example, 

resacco et al. (2016) and Schoof and Rosen (2016) tested the re- 

ationship between FFR and SiN performances (word recognition 

n sentences in noise) in normal-hearing (audiometric thresholds 

25 dB at frequencies ≤ 4 kHz) adults across different ages. 

oth studies showed declined FFR and SiN performances in older 

 > 60 years) compared to young ( < 30 years) adults. However, 

either showed statistical association between FFR and SiN per- 

eption. Presacco et al. (2016) further investigated cortical phase- 

ocking to speech envelopes which increased in older compared to 

oung adults. However, the authors had not found a correlation be- 

ween cortical phase-locking and SiN perception. This may be be- 

ause different types of background noise were used when measur- 

ng neural data (single-talker background) and SiN perception tasks 

four-talker babbles) ( Presacco et al., 2016 ). Moreover, older partic- 

pants in these studies were normal-hearing, so their audiometric 

tatus had not reflected the real-world scenario in typical ageing 

opulations who have great inter-individual variability of hearing 
2 
 Gopinath et al., 2009 ; Humes et al., 2010 ). 

A more recent study by Goossens et al. (2018) investigated the 

elationship between neural phase-locked responses to non-speech 

mplitude modulations (subcortical and cortical auditory steady- 

tate responses (ASSR)) and SiN performances in normal-hearing 

nd hearing-impaired adults across a wide age range (20–80 years 

ld). Subcortical and cortical ASSRs were responses to amplitude 

odulations at 80 Hz that approximated the F 0 range at 4 Hz that 

pproximated the range for slowly-fluctuating envelopes, respec- 

ively. It was found that greater ASSRs predicted poorer SiN per- 

ormance across hearing and age groups. Greater subcortical ASSR 

ay reflect excessive encoding of envelope cues relative to other 

mportant acoustic features like temporal fine structures. On the 

ther hand, because the background noise during the SiN percep- 

ion tasks had similar acoustic features as the stimuli used for 

ortical measurements, greater cortical ASSR may corresponded to 

reater encoding of background noise during SiN perception asso- 

iated with poorer performances. Therefore, this study had not elu- 

idated how measurements that reflect encoding of target speech 

re related to SiN perception. More importantly, the question for 

ow effects of ageing on phase-locked activities contribute to SiN 

erception is still unclear. 

In summary of the discussions above, the following issues are 

et to be addressed: (1) how effects of ageing on phase-locked ac- 

ivities may contribute to SiN perception; in other words, how age- 

ng affects SiN perception through these activities; and (2) whether 

echanisms by which ageing affects phase-locked activities as well 

s affects SiN perception through these activities are similar or 

ifferent for encoding of F 0 and slowly-fluctuating envelope cues. 

he aim of the present study was thus to address these issues. 

ore specifically, we aimed to study how ageing affects SiN per- 

eption through the early, sensory stages of subcortical and cor- 

ical phase-locked encoding of speech. This was because whilst it 

s already noticeable that declines in high-level cognitive process- 

ng following ageing deteriorate SiN perception (see a review by 

lade et al., 2020 ), we wished to focus on elucidating how rela- 

ively low-level, early-stage neural encoding may contribute to this 

rocess. It is noteworthy that ‘ageing’ here refers to the effects 

hat include not only the effect of increased age itself, but also 

earing loss accompanied by ageing. The present study recruited 

dult participants who spanned a wide age range (19–75 years old) 

ithout deliberately controlling for hearing loss. Participants who 

ere > 50 years old had audiometric thresholds ranging from nor- 

al hearing to various degrees of hearing loss (see Methods for 

etails). This reflected the great inter-individual variability of pe- 

ipheral hearing in the real-life, ecological scenarios during normal 

geing ( Gopinath et al., 2009 ; Humes et al., 2010 ) 1 as opposed to

ome previous studies that recruited older participants with nor- 

al hearing ( Anderson et al., 2011 ; Fujihira and Shiraishi, 2015 ; 

resacco et al., 2016 ; Schoof and Rosen, 2016 ). 

Both neural and behavioral assessments were conducted in the 

resent study. For the neural assessments, participants’ phase- 

ocked activities (FFR and the cortical phase-locked response) were 

easured over the scalp using electroencephalography (EEG) when 

hey passively listened to a single vowel /i/ repeated at ∼5 Hz 

hence resembling the rate of slowly-fluctuating envelopes in nat- 

ral speech) under quiet and two types of noisy backgrounds 

speech-shaped Gaussian noise (SSN) and multi-talker babbles). 
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Fig. 1. Pure-tone audiograms. (A) The thin lines represent individual audiograms for the older group in both ears ranging from 0.25 to 8 kHz. The bold lines are the grand 

averages across participants. Three older participants had thresholds higher than the measurable limit of the audiometer (85 dB) at 8 kHz (one in the left ear and two in 

the right ear) and thresholds for them were set at 90 dB. (B) Audiograms for the young (red) and older (blue) group averaged across participants. Error bars represent the 

standard deviations. 
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he lack of semantic/syntactic information of the stimuli and the 

assive listening paradigm meant that the phase-locked activities 

argely reflect the early stages of processing, in line with our cur- 

ent emphasis as mentioned above. For the behavioral assessments, 

articipants completed word recognition tasks when they listened 

o sentences under the same types of background noise as in 

he neural assessments. Consequently, we investigated how phase- 

ocked activities differed across age and hearing loss. We then 

ested how these activities were correlated with behavioral perfor- 

ances of SiN perception. Finally, to further elucidate the possi- 

le role of these phase-locked activities played for SiN perception 

uring ageing, we studied whether and how age and hearing loss 

ffect SiN performances through phase-locked activities via media- 

ion analyses. Taken together, we expected to provide evidence for 

he early-stage neural phase-locked mechanisms that underlie how 

geing affects SiN perception. 

. Methods 

The present study was approved by the University College 

ondon (UCL) Research Ethics Committee and informed con- 

ents were obtained from all participants. The study followed the 

ame experimental procedure and used parts of the data from 

ai et al. (2018) (see 2.1 for details). 

.1. Participants 

Participants comprised 41 adult adults (22 males) aged between 

9 and 75 years old. One female participant’s data were excluded 

ue to technical errors detected retrospectively through examina- 

ions of the EEG signals (the reference electrodes were uninten- 

ionally detached during neural assessments). Thus, 40 participants 

ere eventually included. All participants were native British En- 

lish speakers with no reports of neurological diseases, language- 

elated or psychiatric problems. For the illustrative purpose, we 

plit the participants into a young (23 participants aged 19–42 

ears) and an older group (17 participants aged 53–75 years) (see 

igs. 1 , 5 and 6 ). For the subsequent statistical analyses, how- 

ver, we used age as a continuous rather than diatomic parameter 

see 2.5 ). Data of the older group were from our previous study 

the non-hearing-aid participants in Group 2 of Mai et al., 2018 ). 

hese data were used as we found significant correlations between 

hase-locked activities and SiN performances in this group of par- 

icipants (see Mai et al., 2018 ). The young participants were sub- 

equently recruited and they completed the same neural and be- 

avioural tasks with the same experimental setups as for the older 

roup. 
3 
Fig. 1 shows pure-tone audiometric thresholds (PTAT) for fre- 

uencies 0.25–8 kHz measured via air-conduction using an MA41 

udiometer (MAICO Diagnostics, Germany). In the young group, all 

articipants had normal hearing (PTAT ≤ 25 dB HL; see the grand- 

veraged curve in Fig. 1 B). In the older group, inter-individual vari- 

bility was high particularly at high frequencies ( ≥ 2 kHz; ranging 

rom normal hearing to mild-to-severe hearing loss, see individual 

urves in Fig. 1 A), consistent with the ecological distribution pat- 

ern of older populations during normal ageing ( Gopinath et al., 

009 ; Humes et al., 2010 ). 

.2. Neural experiment 

.2.1. Acoustic stimuli 

Participants listened to a repeatedly-presented, 120-ms-long 

owel /i/ produced by a male speaker ( Fig. 2 A). The F 0 contour of

he vowel fell from ∼160 to ∼110 Hz ( Fig. 2 B). The F 0 contour cov-

red a similar frequency range and direction of change as those in 

he F 0 s of the target speaker in the BKB sentences used in the SiN

erception tasks (BKB sentences are narratives that generally have 

 falling F 0 contour; see 2.3 ). The three formants in the vowel were 

t ∼280 Hz (F1), ∼2400 Hz (F2) and ∼3100 Hz (F3). The amplitude 

nvelope profile was stable across the stimulus period with 5-ms- 

ong rising and falling cosine windows applied at the onset and 

ffset to avoid transients. 

The vowel was presented repeatedly at both original and in- 

erted (i.e., all positive values become negative and all negative 

alues become positive) polarities in a random order with inter- 

timulus intervals that varied randomly between 60 and 120 ms 

hence repetition rate was approximately 5 vowels per second). 

he stimuli were presented under quiet and two types of back- 

round noise: steady-state speech-shaped noise (SSN) and 16- 

alker babble noise. The babble noise was a mixture of utter- 

nces spoken by 16 male British English speakers with similar F 0 
ange as the target stimulus (ranging from ∼80 to ∼200 Hz). SSN 

as formed by randomizing the phases of the long-term spec- 

rum of the babble noise and transforming the spectrum back to 

he time domain. As a result, SSN has the same long-term power 

pectrum as the babble noise and stable time-domain properties 

 Rosen et al., 2013 ). The signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) were set at - 

 dB, which was shown to lead to neural responses that correlated 

ignificantly with SiN performances in older adults ( Mai et al., 

018 ). There were 6400 sweeps under each background type (3200 

weeps for each polarity). Recordings at each background type 

ere split into 16 segments of equal duration giving 48 segments 
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Fig. 2. The vowel /i/ used for the neural measurement. (A) The temporal waveform (top) and spectrogram (bottom) of the vowel. F1, F2 and F3 frequencies are around 280, 

2400 and 3100 Hz, respectively. (B) The falling F 0 contour ranging from around 160 to 110 Hz obtained by autocorrelation. The waveform, spectrogram and F 0 were generated 

using PRAAT ( Boersma and Weenink, 2013 ). 
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n total with 400 sweeps per segment. The segments were played 

n succession in an intermixed order. 

.2.2. EEG data acquisition 

EEGs were recorded over participants’ scalps via an ActiveTwo 

ystem (Biosemi, The Netherlands) at a sampling rate of 16,384 

z. Three active electrodes were placed at Cz (vertex), C3 and 

4 according to the 10/20 configuration with the help of a stan- 

ard Boisemi EEG cap 

2 . FFRs were obtained at Cz which is the 

onventional site to obtain robust brainstem signals ( Skoe and 

raus, 2010 ). Cortical activities were measured at C3 and C4, the 

ites of which are used to obtain activity in the auditory cor- 

ex ( Carpenter and Shahin, 2013 ; Noguchi et al., 2015 ). Further- 

ore, our previous study has already shown that reliable cortical 

hase-locked activity can be recorded on these sites and the ac- 

ivity is significantly associated with SiN performances ( Mai et al., 

018 ). Bilateral earlobes were used as the reference. Ground elec- 

rodes were CMS/DRL. All electrode offsets were kept below 35 

V. The experiment was conducted in an electromagnetic-shielded 

nd sound-treated booth. The stimuli were played via a Rogers 

S3/5A loudspeaker (Falcon Acoustics, UK) at zero-degree horizon- 

al azimuth relative to participants’ heads when they were reclined 

the chair was adjustable). A loudspeaker instead of inserted ear- 

hones (also for the behavioral experiment, see 2.3 ) was used to 

resent stimuli because the present study used part of the data 

n Mai et al. (2018) (see 2.1 ) which recruited some hearing-aid 

sers (whose data were not included here) who could not use 

nserted earphones. The stimulus level (measured across time in- 

luding inter-stimulus intervals) at the distance between the loud- 

peaker and participants’ ears (constant at 1 meter) was calibrated 

t 74.5 dB before background noise was added (i.e., under quiet 

ackground). The stimulus level was at 79.5 dB after either SSN or 

abble noise was added. 

Participants were instructed to relax, close their eyes and keep 

till in order to attenuate movement artefacts. They did not have 

o make any response to the stimuli (i.e., passive listening). A web- 

am monitored the participants throughout the test and no signif- 
2 More electrodes were not used because the study had not got consent from 

he recruited older participants to place the whole-head electrode set due to their 

eneral unwillingness to allow us to do so. The young participants were recruited 

ubsequently and the same electrode configuration as for the older participants was 

ollowed. 

(

(

fi

S

s

w

w

4 
cant changes in head or body position were observed. The whole 

ecording process lasted for ∼70 min. 

.3. Behavioral experiment 

The behavioral experiments involved participants listening to 

KB sentences ( Bench et al., 1979 ) and recognizing words in the 

entences under the types of background noise same as in the 

eural measurements (SSN and 16-talker babble noise). All sen- 

ences were pre-recorded utterances spoken by a male British En- 

lish speaker whose F 0 ranged from 80 to 200 Hz. Each sentence 

ncluded three key (content) words, e.g., “The clown has a funny 

ace” with key words of “clown”, “funny” and “face”. According to 

he features of SSN and the babble noise as described previously, 

here was an important difference between the tasks under these 

wo types of background noise. That is, while both SSN and babble 

oise led to energetic masking, babble noise had an additional in- 

ormational masking ( Rosen et al., 2013 ). Such information mask- 

ng mainly consisted of acoustic-phonetic interference due to the 

igh number of talkers in the babble noise (i.e., 16) (hence there 

hould be no lexical interference; see Hoen et al., 2007 ). 

Participants were seated comfortably in the same sound-treated 

ooth as in the neural experiment facing a Fostex 6301B loud- 

peaker (Canford Group Ltd.) at zero-degree azimuth. Same as in 

he neural experiment, distance between the loudspeaker and par- 

icipants’ ears was constant at 1 meter. All sentences (target sen- 

ence plus noise) were played at an intensity calibrated at 70 dB 

PL at this distance. Participants listened to two different sets of 

0 sentences (for the backgrounds of SSN and babble noise, respec- 

ively) after presentations of 8 practice sentences for each set. Par- 

icipants were asked to orally report as many words as they could 

rom each sentence. Sentences were presented via Matlab (Math- 

ork, USA) and SNR varied adaptively to track for the speech re- 

eption threshold (SRT, Plomp and Mimpen, 1979 ) at which 50% 

f key words were correctly reported. The ’loose key word scoring’ 

pproach was followed, meaning that a reported word was con- 

idered as correct as long as it matched the root of a key word 

e.g., ’stand’ was considered as correct for the key word ’stood’) 

 MacLeod and Summerfield, 1990 ), For each background type, the 

rst sentence was played at a relatively high SNR (8 and 10 dB for 

SN and babble noise, respectively). SNR was decreased by 4 dB for 

ubsequent sentences until < 50% words correct (i.e., < 2 words) 

ere reported. SNR was then increased/decreased by 2 dB when 

ord correctness was less/more than 50% in each of the following 
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Fig. 3. FFR ENV waveform (top) and spectrogram (bottom) of a participant recorded 

under quiet background. FFR ENV_F0 (at F 0 with a falling direction from 160 to 110 

Hz) is indicated by the arrow. ‘0’ in the x axis corresponds to the vowel onset. 
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entences. The SRT was calculated as the mean SNR across the re- 

ersals at the step size of 2 dB ( Schoof and Rosen, 2014 ). Lower

RT therefore represents better SiN performance. 

.4. Signal processing for EEG data 

The signal processing was conducted using Matlab 2019b 

Mathwork, USA). 

.4.1. Frequency following responses (FFRs) 

EEGs at Cz were re-referenced to the average of bilateral ear- 

obes and bandpass filtered between 70 and 40 0 0 Hz using a 

ero-phase 2nd-order Butterworth filter. Baseline was adjusted 

sing the pre-stimulus period of 50 ms. Sweeps exceeding ±
5 μV were rejected to exclude movement artefacts. FFRs with 

riginal (FFR original ) and inverted (FFR inverted ) polarities were ob- 

ained by averaging across sweeps with their respective polari- 

ies. Here, we focused on FFRs that represent the neural responses 

o the envelope modulations (FFR ENV ) by addition of FFR original 

nd FFR inverted (which were then divided by 2; Aiken and Pic- 

on, 2008 ) but not temporal fine structures (TFS) (FFR TFS via sub- 

raction between FFR original and FFR inverted ). We looked into FFR ENV 

ather than FFR TFS , because FFR ENV originates primarily from the 

ubcortex (brainstem) that reflects neural encoding in the cen- 

ral auditory system that we focused on, whilst FFR TFS mainly re- 

ects cochlear microphonics at the peripheral level ( Aiken and Pic- 

on, 2008 ). In addition, subtraction of FFR original and FFR inverted (the 

ay in which FFR TFS was obtained) could lead to electrical arte- 

acts, while FFR ENV was obtained by adding the two polarities such 

hat these artefacts are minimized ( Skoe and Kraus, 2010 ). Fig. 3 

hows an example of FFR ENV obtained in the present study (from a 

ingle participant recorded under the quiet background). 

The FFR magnitude was then measured as the spectral magni- 

ude along the F 0 trajectory (FFR ENV_F0 ) that represents neural en- 

oding of envelope modulations at F 0 ( Fig. 3 ). The procedures fol- 

owed our previous study ( Mai et al., 2018 ), except that a more re-

iable approach for estimation of neural delay was used ( Krizman 

nd Kraus, 2019; Mai and Howell, 2022 ). The procedures were as 

ollows: 

1) Determine the neural delay. Specifically, both the vowel stimu- 

lus and FFR waveforms were bandpass filtered at 110–160 
ENV 

5 
Hz (the F 0 range) using a zero-phase 2nd-order Butterworth 

filter. The 100 ms pre- and post-stimulus periods were in- 

cluded during the filtering to prevent filtering-induced bound- 

ary artifacts from contaminating the stimulus period. Cross- 

correlations between the filtered stimulus and FFR ENV were 

then conducted over a range of time delays (FFR ENV lagged be- 

hind the stimulus) for the stimulus period. This range was set 

at 8–13 ms, for which 5–10 ms are latencies when FFR ENV starts 

to occur in the brainstem ( Skoe and Kraus, 2010 ) with an addi-

tional 3 ms for air transmission of sound from the loudspeaker 

to cochlea (1 meter apart). The time delay which corresponded 

to the maximum absolute correlation value was taken as the 

neural delay ( Krizman and Kraus, 2019; Mai and Howell, 2022 ). 

2) Measure FFR ENV_F0 magnitude along the F 0 trajectory ( Mai et al., 

2018 ). Note that the vowel stimulus and FFR ENV in this proce- 

dure were waveforms prior to the bandpass filtering mentioned 

in the previous procedure, i.e., bandpass filtering in procedure 

(1) was only for determining the neural delay, not for measur- 

ing the FFR ENV_F0 magnitude here. The stimulus’ F 0 trajectory 

was first obtained using a set of 40-ms sliding windows (1- 

ms per step) applied to the vowel’s Hilbert envelope. Each 40- 

ms segment was Hanning-windowed, zero-padded to 1 second 

(to achieve 1 Hz frequency resolution) and Fourier-transformed. 

The frequency with the highest Fourier magnitude between 110 

and 160 Hz was chosen as the F 0 value at each step. The same 

set of 40-ms sliding windows was applied to FFR ENV with on- 

set of the first window set at the neural delay determined 

in procedure (1). The same Hanning-windowing, zero-padding 

and Fourier-transforms were performed for each step. For each 

given step, the mean log-magnitude was measured across a 20 

Hz bandwidth centered at the frequency of the F 0 trajectory at 

that step. The magnitudes were then averaged across all steps 

along the F 0 trajectory across the entire 120-ms period as the 

final FFR ENV_F0 magnitude. 

As FFR magnitudes are small, their robustness was further con- 

rmed by statistically comparing the FFR ENV_F0 magnitudes with 

he EEG noise floors. The noise floors were quantified as the EEG 

agnitudes at the 50-ms pre-stimulus period ( Mai et al., 2018 ). 

he quantification procedure was similar to that used in calculat- 

ng the FFR ENV_F0 magnitudes, in which a set of 40-ms sliding win- 

ows (with 1-ms steps) was applied on over the pre-stimulus pe- 

iod. The same Hanning-windowing and zero-padding as in calcu- 

ating FFR ENV_F0 magnitudes were performed for each step. Mag- 

itudes of noise floors were then measured as the spectral mag- 

itudes across the corresponding F 0 frequency range (i.e., 110–160 

z) averaged across all steps. The results confirmed such robust- 

ess that FFR ENV_F0 magnitudes were all significantly greater than 

he noise floor under all background types (see Results for details). 

.4.2. Cortical phase-locked activities 

Cortical phase-locked activity was measured as theta-band (4–

 Hz, to correspond to the stimulus presentation rate of ∼5 vow- 

ls per second) phase-locking value ( θ-PLV) at C3 and C4. The fre- 

uency at 4–6 Hz, whose range is narrower than the conventional 

efinition of theta (4–8 Hz), was used because it better approxi- 

ated the stimulus presentation rate to quantify the neural phase- 

ocking to the stimuli ( Mai et al., 2018 ). EEGs were decimated to 

024 Hz, re-referenced to the average of the bilateral earlobes and 

andpass filtered (4–6 Hz) using a 2nd-order zero-phase Butter- 

orth filter. Sweeps exceeding ± 15 μV on either electrode were 

ejected ( Mai et al., 2018 ). This lower rejection threshold was used 

han with FFRs ( ± 25 μV) because the theta-band signal usually 

oes not have excessively high amplitude since it occupies a rela- 

ively narrow frequency range and > 80% of the sweeps were re- 

ained in all participants after artefact rejection. θ-PLV was mea- 
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Table 1 

Loadings of principal components (PCs) ob- 

tained via PCA on the age and PTATs af- 

ter they were transformed into Anderson- 

Rubin scores via varimax rotation. Two PCs 

(PC1 Age_PTAT and PC2 Age_PTAT ) with eigenval- 

ues > 1 were retained. Loadings highlighted 

in bold ( > 0.7) indicate the relatively high 

contributions of certain age/PTAT parame- 

ters to a given PC. 

Measures PC1 Age_PTAT PC2 Age_PTAT 

Age 0.783 0.456 

PTAT 0.25kHz 0.324 0.880 

PTAT 0.5kHz 0.289 0.917 

PTAT 1kHz 0.438 0.801 

PTAT 2kHz 0.726 0.322 

PTAT 3kHz 0.904 0.257 

PTAT 4kHz 0.933 0.292 

PTAT 6kHz 0.873 0.403 

PTAT 8kHz 0.849 0.382 
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ured as the inter-trial phase coherence ( Morillon et al., 2012 ). In 

he current case, it was the phase coherence across vowel sweeps 

ime-locked to the onset of each vowel. The θ-PLV time series 

 P LV (t) ) were thus calculated as: 

 LV ( t ) = 

1 

n 

∣∣∣∣∣
n ∑ 

i =1 

e jφi ( t ) 

∣∣∣∣∣
here n denotes the total number of sweeps, φi (t) denotes the 

ilbert phase series of the filtered EEG of the i th sweep time- 

ocked to the vowel onset and j is imaginary unit 
√ −1 . Hilbert 

hase was used because, thanks to its relative independence of the 

ignal amplitude, PLV based on Hilbert phase effectively reflects 

hase-locking to stimuli even when EEG amplitude variation oc- 

urs due to relaxation and eye closure ( Thatcher, 2012 ). 

As PLV is restricted to values between 0 and 1, it was fur- 

her logit-transformed to have the range of [- ∞ , + ∞ ], which

ade it appropriate to be used for linear regression analyses 

 Waschke et al., 2017 ): 

ogit − θ − P LV ( t ) = ln 

P LV ( t ) 

1 − P LV ( t ) 

As neural transmission from cochlea to auditory cortex takes 10 

o 30 ms in primates ( Lakatos et al., 2007 ), Logit − θ − P LV (t) val-

es were averaged across the stimulus period (120 ms) with neural 

elays between 13 and 33 ms (including the 3 ms for air trans- 

ission of sound; at 1-ms steps). The maximal value of the time- 

veraged Logit- θ-PLV among these neural delays was chosen for 

ach electrode site. The final Logit- θ-PLV was taken as the average 

cross the two electrodes. 

.5. Statistical analyses 

Analyses in 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 (PCA, mixed-effect linear regressions 

nd multiple linear regressions) were conducted using SPSS 26.0 

SPSS Inc., USA). Analyses in 2.5.3 (bootstrapping) were conducted 

sing Matlab 2019b (Mathwork, USA). 

.5.1. Effects of age and hearing loss on SRT and the neural 

ignatures 

We first analyzed how age and hearing loss affected the SiN 

erformances (SRT) and the neural signatures (FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- 

-PLV). As age and hearing loss are highly correlated, we ap- 

lied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to transform the age and 

TATs (which reflect the degree of hearing loss) into sets of uncor- 

elated principal components (PCs). Specifically, PCA was applied 

n the gathering of age and PTATs at all frequencies (0.25, 0.5, 

, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 kHz). PCs with eigenvalues > 1 were retained

nd transformed into Anderson-Rubin scores via varimax rotation 

 Yong and Pearce, 2013 ). Two PCs were obtained following this ap- 

roach (see 3.1 and Table 1 ). 

Following the PCA, linear mixed effect regressions were con- 

ucted using SRT, FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV as dependent vari- 

bles, Background Type (SSN and babble noise for SRT; quiet, SSN 

nd babble noise for FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV) as the fixed-effect 

actor and PCs obtained from the PCA as fixed-effect covariates. 

articipant was used as the random-effect factor, i.e., a random in- 

ercept was fitted for each participant. For the fixed-effect config- 

ration, we did not find significant interactions between PCs (in- 

luding three-way interactions between Background Type and the 

wo PCs) for any of the models. We thus did not include the inter- 

ction terms between PCs due to a tradeoff between using a full- 

cale factorial configuration and avoiding model overfitting. For the 

andom-effect configuration, a previous study has shown that fur- 

her fitting a random slope for each of the within-subject factor 

Background Type in the current case) can lead to better model 
6

tting ( Barr et al., 2013 ). However, when such approach was em- 

loyed, either the models failed to converge or the Hessian matri- 

es failed to be positively definite (i.e., matrices cannot be inverted 

nd standard errors were thus untrustworthy, see McNeish and 

auer, 2020 ). Thus, eventually we did not include random slopes 

or Background Type, but only include random intercepts for par- 

icipants. The linear mixed-effect model for a given dependent 

ariable was therefore fitted via the formula (1) as below: 

V i j = β0 + β1 BT i + β2 P C1 j + β3 P C2 j + β4 

(
BT i × P C1 j 

)
+ β5 

(
BT i × P C2 j 

)
+ βrandom _ j + ε i j (1) 

here DV ij denotes the value of the dependent variable at the i th 

evel of Background Type for the j th participant. β0 denotes the 

lobal intercept of the model. β1 to β5 denote the coefficients for 

he fixed-effect factors/interactions. BT i is the value of the i th level 

f Background Type based on sum coding for F-contrasts (-1 and 

 for SSN and babble noise, respectively, when SRT was the de- 

endent variable; -1, 0 and 1 for quiet, SSN and babble noise, re- 

pectively, when FFR ENV_F0 or Logit- θ-PLV was the dependent vari- 

ble). PC1 and PC2 denote the two PCs obtained via PCA applied 

n the age and PTATs ( PC1 Age_PTAT and PC2 Age_PTAT , see Table 1 ). 

C1 j and PC2 j are values of PC1 and PC2 for the j th participant.

ote that as mentioned above, the terms involving interactions be- 

ween the two PCs were not included in the formula. βrandom_j de- 

otes the random intercept fitted for the j th participant . εij de- 

otes the residual. The models were fitted via restricted maxi- 

um likelihood. Structure types of the covariance matrices for 

he residuals were chosen among the commonly used structures 

first-order autoregression, diagonal, compound symmetry, scaled 

dentity, Toeplitz and unstructured) which generated the lowest 

ayesian Information Criterion (BIC) value for each model (i.e., best 

oodness of fit). Following this approach, scaled identity was cho- 

en as the covariance type for all three models. The degrees of 

reedom were estimated via Satterthwaite approximation. 

Post-hoc analyses were further conducted if: (i) a significant 

ain effect of Background Type occurred to see how neural sig- 

atures differed between different background types (via pairwise 

-tests; but not when SRT was the dependent variable because in 

his case there were only two levels of Background Type); or (ii) a 

ignificant [Background Type × PC1] or [Background Type × PC2] 

nteraction occurred to see whether there was a significant main 

ffect of PC1/PC2 under each individual background type (via Pear- 

on correlations between PC1/PC2 and data under each background 

ype). P values for the post-hoc analyses were corrected via Bonfer- 

oni correction according to the number of levels within the Back- 

round Type. 
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Fig. 4. The mediation model that tested how age and hearing loss (measured as 

PTATs) affected SiN performances (measured as SRTs) through the neural signa- 

tures. Age and PTATs, neural signatures and SRT were the predictors, mediators and 

dependent variable (DV), respectively. SRTs under SSN and babble noise were pre- 

dicted in separate models, each with neural signatures obtained under quiet and 

the corresponding noise type for SRT. Both the predictors and mediators had two 

variables (PC1 Age_PTAT and PC2 Age_PTAT for predictors and PC1 Neural and PC2 Neural for 

mediators). Path a and b indicate the indirect/mediation effect through the neural 

signatures while path c’ indicates the direct effect of age and PTATs on SRT. 
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A further issue we considered involved a potential confound- 

ng effect of arousal for the neural signatures. In the present study, 

articipants were instructed to relax, close their eyes and keep 

till during the neural assessments (see 2.2.2 ). They were thus 

ot prevented from falling asleep which may lead to changes in 

rousal states that could in turn affect subcortical and cortical 

hase-locked activities ( Mai et al., 2019 ). It is unclear whether 

uch changes had confounding impacts on quantifying how age 

nd hearing loss affected these activities. To test such confound- 

ng impacts, we conducted two additional analyses. First, we ex- 

racted the sleep spindles that can quantify the degree of arousal 

uring wakefulness and the stage 1 and 2 of non-Rapid Eye Move- 

ent (nREM) sleep in which participants had experienced during 

he neural assessments 3 ( Kim et al., 2012 ) (for detailed procedure 

o extract sleep spindles, see Appendices ; also see Mai et al., 2019 ).

e conducted further analyses using the density of spindles (num- 

er of spindles per minute) as an additional fixed-effect covari- 

te in the linear mixed-effect regressions for the neural signatures. 

hese were conducted for the purpose of controlling for the effect 

f arousal and testing whether this resulted in changes in statis- 

ical significance from the original results. It was shown that the 

riginal statistical results that argued for the effects of age and 

earing loss were maintained (see Results and Appendices ). Second, 

e fitted separate linear mixed-effect models for the neural sig- 

atures only based on a subset of data where participants were 

wake or at high arousal states before real sleepiness occurred. The 

eriods of wakefulness/high arousal states were determined by the 

ccurrence of sleep spindles (i.e., periods without spindles, see Ap- 

endices for the detailed procedure of determination). We found 

hat the statistical significances remained the same as the original 

esults (see Results and Appendices ). Therefore, changes from high 

rousal to partial sleepiness in some participants had not resulted 

n significant impacts on measuring the effects of age and hearing 

oss on the neural signatures, indicating such potential confounds 

ere negligible. To keep the data integrity and quality of the neu- 

al signatures (esp. for FFR ENV_F0 which requires a large number of 

weeps to ensure decent signal quality, see Skoe and Kraus, 2010 ), 

e will interpret the results based on the whole dataset rather 

han the subset of high arousal data as described above. 

.5.2. Neural-behavioral relationship 

Multiple linear regressions were then conducted to test for 

eural-behavioral relationship by linearly regressing SRTs on neu- 

al signatures (FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV) under the correspond- 

ng types of noise. This avoided problems that could arise due to 

ehavioral and neural measurements being associated under dif- 

erent types of noise as in previous work ( Presacco et al., 2016 ).

dditionally, since FFRs in quiet have been suggested to be asso- 

iated with SiN performances ( Anderson et al., 2011 ), we further 

ncluded neural signatures obtained under the quiet background to 

redict SRTs. Namely, neural signatures obtained under quiet and 

SN were used to predict SRT under SSN, while neural signatures 

btained under quiet and babble noise were used to predict SRT 

nder babble noise. 

As different elements within the predictors may be highly cor- 

elated with each other, we applied PCA on the predictors prior to 

he multiple linear regressions. This has been shown to effectively 
3 Subsequent analyses segmented the neural recordings into multiple epochs 

each ∼20 s). We did not find high-amplitude delta-band (1–4 Hz) activities (mag- 

itude of Hilbert envelope > 60 μV) that lasted for > 25% of the time in any epoch 

n any single participant, showing that no participants were in the stage 3 or 4 of 

REM sleep (i.e., ‘deep sleep’, Brown et al., 2012 ) (see detailed analyses in Mai et al., 

019 ). Also, no participants reported that they were in a deep sleep during the 

ecording. Therefore, participants should be either awake or in the stage 1 or 2 

f nREM sleep (i.e., ‘light sleep’) where sleep spindles can be used to quantify the 

egree of arousal ( Kim et al., 2012 ). 
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xtract key components of the neural signatures and meanwhile 

void concerns of collinearity between predictors during multiple 

egressions ( Schoof and Rosen, 2016 ). Same as in 2.5.1 , PCs with

igenvalues > 1 were retained and transformed into Anderson- 

ubin scores via varimax rotation. Multiple linear regressions were 

hen conducted using PCs as predictors (independent variables) 

nd SRTs as dependent variables. 

.5.3. Mediation effects of neural signatures 

While testing the neural-behavioral relationships could reveal 

ow neural signatures may be related to SiN performances, it is 

till not clear how the neural signatures play a role for SiN percep- 

ion during the ageing process. To address this issue, we further 

onducted mediation analyses ( MacKinnon, 2007 ) to show whether 

nd how age and hearing loss affect SRTs through FFR ENV_F0 and 

ogit- θ-PLV (i.e., how FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV mediate the ef- 

ects of age and hearing loss on SRTs). The mediation model is il- 

ustrated as Fig. 4 . Age and PTATs, neural signatures and SRTs were 

redictors, mediators and dependent variables, respectively. Simi- 

ar to 2.5.2 , SRTs were predicted by age and PTATs with neural sig- 

atures as mediators under quiet and the corresponding types of 

ackground noise. Namely, neural signatures obtained under quiet 

nd SSN were used as mediators when predicting SRT under SSN, 

hilst neural signatures obtained under quiet and babble noise 

ere used as mediators when predicting SRT under babble noise. 

Furthermore, we used corresponding PCs obtained via PCA to 

epresent variables of the age and PTATs (as described in 2.5.1 ) 

nd neural signatures (as described in 2.5.2 ), respectively. As such, 

or each model (model for SRT under SSN or babble noise), there 

ere two predictor variables which were the two PCs retained via 

CA applied on the age and PTATs (PC1 Age_PTAT and PC2 Age_PTAT 

hat largely reflected age/high-frequency ( ≥ 2 kHz) PTATs and low- 

requency ( < 2 kHz) PTATs, respectively; see 3.1 and Table 1 ). Sim-

larly, there were two mediator variables which were the two PCs 

etained via PCA applied on the neural signatures (PC1 Neural and 

C2 Neural that largely reflected FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV, respec- 

ively; see 3.1 and Table 4 ). 

The following effects were quantified: (i) indirect/mediation ef- 

ects that reflect the degree to which neural signatures mediated 

he effects of age and PTATs on SRT (put in another way, the effect 

f age and PTATs on SRT through the neural signatures); (ii) direct 

ffects which are effects of age and PTATs on SRT by controlling 

or the effects of neural signatures; and (iii) total effects which are 

ombinations of the indirect/mediation and direct effects. Mathe- 

atically, these effects were quantified via the following formulas: 
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Fig. 5. Data distributions of SRT illustrated as violin plots grouped by the back- 

ground types (SSN and babble noise) and the young/older group (red/blue). The 

horizontal and vertical lines within the violins indicate the grand-averaged values 

and 1.5 interquartile ranges. The white dots indicate the median values. N.B., lower 

SRT indicates better SiN performance. 
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 = 

[
a 11 a 12 

a 21 a 22 

]
(2) 

 = 

[
b 1 b 2 

]
(3) 

 

′ = 

[
c ′ 1 c ′ 2 

]
(4) 

 = 

[
P C1 Age _ PTAT 

P C2 Age _ PTAT 

]
(5) 

 = 

[
P C1 Neural 

P C2 Neural 

]
(6) 

 = aP + β01 + e 1 (7) 

RT = bM + c ′ P + β02 + e 2 (8) 

here a (formula (2)) refers to the coefficient matrix when linearly 

egressing M (the mediator matrix, formula (6)) on P (the predic- 

or matrix, formula (5)) (formula (7) and path a as in Fig. 4 ). b

formula (3)) and c’ (formula (4)) refer to the coefficient matrices 

hen linearly regressing SRT (the dependent variable) on M and P 

formula (8) and path b and c’ as in Fig. 4 ). β01 and β02 refer to

he intercept, and e 1 and e 2 refer to the residual matrix/scalar dur- 

ng regressions. The mediation effects are multiplications between 

oefficients in matrices a and b that link to specific mediator and 

redictor variables (i.e., a ij b i denotes the degree to which the i th 

ediator variable mediates the effect of the j th predictor variable 

n SRT). The direct effects are coefficients in matrix c’ (i.e., c’ j de- 

otes the direct effect of the j th predictor variable on SRT). The to- 

al effects c are the sum of the indirect/mediation effects and the 

irect effects (i.e., c j = �i a i j b j + c ′ j denotes the total effect of the

 th predictor variable on SRT). Note that all regression coefficients 

ere calculated as standardized coefficients when they were used 

o measure each effect. 

We then used a bootstrapping approach to quantify the statis- 

ical significance of these effects ( Shrout and Bolger et al., 2002 ). 

ootstrapping is an empirical, non-parametric method that avoids 

equirement for assumptions of specific data distributions (e.g., 

ormality) as in the parametric methods. Specifically, we resam- 

led data with replacement in each repetition and then obtained a 

ootstrap distribution for each effect. We used the bias-corrected 

nd accelerated (BCa) bootstrap ( Efron, 1987 ) to measure the con- 

dence intervals for each distribution. The BCa approach corrected 

he confidence limits by accounting for the deviations of the boot- 

trapped mean from the sample mean and skewness of the dis- 

ribution ( Efron, 1987 ; Efron and Tibshirani, 1994 ). The replication 

as set at 10,0 0 0 times and confidence intervals were measured 

or each distribution (using the Matlab function ‘bootci’). An effect 

as considered as statistically significant if the value of zero fell 

utside the 95% confidence interval of the corresponding distribu- 

ion. 

. Results 

.1. Effects of age and hearing loss on SRT and the neural signatures 

First of all, robustness of FFR signals was confirmed by 

omparing FFR ENV_F0 magnitudes with their corresponding EEG 

oise floors. FFR ENV_F0 magnitudes were all significantly greater 

han noise floors under all background types (FFR ENV_F0_Quiet : 

 (39) = 10.385, p < 10 −12 ; FFR ENV_F0_SSN : t (39) = 6.021, p < 10 −6 ;

FR ENV_F0_Babble : t (39) = 4.788, p < 10 −4 ). 
8

Prior to testing the effects of age and hearing loss, PCA was 

rst applied on the age and PTATs. The first two PCs (which ex- 

lained 85.8% of the total variance) had eigenvalues > 1 and were 

hus retained and transformed to Anderson-Rubin scores via vari- 

ax rotation. The loadings for the PCs are shown in Table 1 . For

C1 (PC1 Age_PTAT ), age and high-frequency PTATs ( ≥ 2 kHz) had 

elatively high loadings ( > 0.7) compared to low-frequency PTATs 

 < 2 kHz) (loadings < 0.5). For PC2 (PC2 Age_PTAT ), on the other 

and, low-frequency PTATs had relatively high loadings ( > 0.8) 

ompared to age and high-frequency PTATs (loadings < 0.5) (see 

able 1 ). Therefore, PC1 Age_PTAT largely reflected age and the de- 

ree of high-frequency hearing loss (however unable to separate 

hese two) while PC2 Age_PTAT largely reflected the degree of low- 

requency hearing loss. 

Effects of age and hearing loss were then tested. Linear mixed- 

ffect regressions were conducted for SRT, FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ- 

LV using Background Type as the fixed-effect factor, the two PCs 

s fixed-effect covariates and Participant as the random-effect fac- 

or. The statistical results are summarized in Table 2 . Fig. 5 il- 

ustrates the data distribution of SRT grouped by the background 

ypes and age groups (the young and older groups which were 

or illustrative purpose only rather than being used as a statisti- 

al factor). Fig. 6 illustrates the time series and data distributions 

f FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV grouped by the background types 

nd age groups. Descriptions of significant main effects and in- 

eractions for each dependent variable were as follows (note that 

 values for the post-hoc analysis following significant main ef- 

ects/interactions were Bonferroni-corrected according to the num- 

er of levels within Background Type): 

For SRT, there were significant effects of Background Type 

F (1, 37) = 428.950, p < 10 −21 ; SRT SSN < SRT Babble ) and PC1 Age_PTAT 

F (1, 37) = 8.779, p = 0.005; greater PC1 Age_PTAT correlated with 

igher SRT). There were also significant interactions of [Back- 

round Type × PC1 Age_PTAT ] (F (1, 37) = 4.800, p = 0.035) and [Back- 

round Type × PC2 Age_PTAT ] (F (1, 37) = 10.112, p = 0.003). Post- 

oc analyses following these interactions showed that PC1 Age_PTAT 

nd PC2 Age_PTAT were significantly correlated with SRT under bab- 

le noise (greater PC1 Age_PTAT correlated with higher SRT Babble , 

 (39) = 3.402, p = 0.003; greater PC2 Age_PTAT correlated with higher 

RT Babble , t (39) = 2.817; p = 0.015) but not under SSN (PC1 Age_PTAT 

ith SRT SSN : t (39) = 1.321; p = 0.389; PC1 Age_PTAT with SRT Babble : 

 (39) = -0.203; p > 1). Note that lower SRT indicates better SiN 

erception. 
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Table 2 

Statistical results for the linear mixed-effect regression for the SRT, FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV. 

PC1 Age_PTAT and PC2 Age_PTAT largely reflected age/high-frequency PTATs and low-frequency PTATs, re- 

spectively (indicated in the brackets with Italics). DV, df, F, p refer to the dependent variable, degrees 

of freedom, F values, and p values, respectively. Significant p values ( < 0.05) are indicated in bold. ∗p 

< 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001. 

DV Fixed effects df1 df2 F p 

SRT Background Type 

PC1 Age_PTAT ( age/high-frequency PTATs ) 

PC2 Age_PTAT ( low-frequency PTATs ) 

Background Type × PC1 Age_PTAT 

Background Type × PC2 Age_PTAT 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

428.950 

8.779 

3.024 

4.800 

10.112 

< 10 −21 ∗∗∗

0.005 ∗∗

0.090 

0.035 ∗

0.003 ∗∗

FFR ENV_F0 

Background Type 

PC1 Age_PTAT ( age/high-frequency PTATs ) 

PC2 Age_PTAT ( low-frequency PTATs ) 

Background Type × PC1 Age_PTAT 

Background Type × PC2 Age_PTAT 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

74 

37 

37 

74 

74 

106.299 

6.775 

5.699 

3.871 

2.098 

< 10 −21 ∗∗∗

0.013 ∗

0.022 ∗

0.025 ∗

0.130 

Logit- 

θ -PLV 

Background Type 

PC1 Age_PTAT ( age/high-frequency PTATs ) 

PC2 Age_PTAT ( low-frequency PTATs ) 

Background Type × PC1 Age_PTAT 

Background Type × PC2 Age_PTAT 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

74 

37 

37 

74 

74 

63.642 

9.010 

16.396 

1.424 

0.232 

< 10 −16 ∗∗∗

0.005 ∗∗

< 0.001 ∗∗∗

0.247 

0.794 

Fig. 6. Time series and data distributions of FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV. (A) Time series of FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV under quiet (upper), SSN (mid) and babble noise 

(lower). The series were averages across participants within the young and older group, respectively. Series of FFR ENV_F0 are shown as FFR ENV bandpass filtered at 90-180 Hz 

(corresponding to the F 0 range). ‘0’ corresponds to the stimulus onset. (B) Data distributions of FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV illustrated as violin plots grouped by the three 

background types and the young/older group. The horizontal and vertical lines within the violins indicate the grand-averaged values and 1.5 interquartile ranges. The white 

dots indicate the median values. 
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For FFR ENV_F0 , there were significant main effects of Background 

ype (F (2, 74) = 106.299, p < 10 −21 ), PC1 Age_PTAT (greater PC1 Age_PTAT 

orrelated with smaller FFR ENV_F0 magnitude, F (1, 37) = 6.775, 

 = 0.013; Fig. 7 upper left) and PC2 Age_PTAT (greater PC2 Age_PTAT 

orrelated with greater FFR ENV_F0 magnitude, F (1, 37) = 5.699, 

 = 0.022; Fig. 7 upper right). Post-hoc analyses following the 

ffect of Background Type showed that FFR ENV_F0 had signif- 

cant greater magnitude under quiet than noisy backgrounds 
P

9 
FFR ENV_F0_Quiet > FFR ENV_F0_SSN , t (39) = 11.455, p < 10 −12 ; 

FR ENV_F0_Quiet > FFR ENV_F0_SSN , t (39) = 10.997, p < 10 −12 ), but did 

ot differ significantly between the two types of noise (t (39) = - 

.032, p = 0.926). There was also a significant [Background 

ype × PC1 Age_PTAT ] interaction (F (2, 74) = 3.871, p = 0.025). Post- 

oc analyses following this interaction showed that PC1 Age_PTAT 

as significantly correlated with FFR ENV_F0 under quiet (greater 

C1 Age_PTAT correlated with smaller FFR ENV_F0_Quiet magnitude, 
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Fig. 7. Scatter plots that illustrate the effects of age and hearing loss on FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV. The red curves are fitted lines via linear regressions. X axes denote 

PC1 Age_PTAT and PC2 Age_PTAT which largely reflected age/high-frequency PTAT and low-frequency PTAT, respectively (indicated in the brackets). Y axes denote the magnitudes 

of FFR ENV_F0 /Logit- θ-PLV (averaged across background types). P values are indicated. ∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001. 

Fig. 8. Scatter plots that illustrate the significant neural-behavioral relationships. The red curves are fitted lines via linear regressions. X axes denote PC1 Neural /PC2 Neural 

which largely reflected magnitudes of FFR ENV_F0 /Logit- θ-PLV (indicated in the brackets). Y axes denote the SRTs. Significant correlations shown in Table 6 were illustrated 

(left: between PC2 Neural and SRT SSN ; right: between PC1 Neural and SRT Babble ). P values are indicated. ∗p < 0.05. 
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 (39) = -3.470; p = 0.004), but not under noisy backgrounds 

with FFR ENV_F0_SSN : t (39) = -1.665, p = 0.312; with FFR ENV_F0_Babble : 

 (39) = -1.661, p = 0.314). 

For Logit- θ-PLV, there were significant main effects of Back- 

round Type (F (2, 74) = 63.642, p < 10 −16 ), PC1 Age_PTAT (greater 

C1 Age_PTAT correlated with greater Logit- θ-PLV, F (1, 37) = 9.010, 

 = 0.005) and PC2 Age_PTAT (greater PC2 Age_PTAT correlated with 

reater Logit- θ-PLV, PC1: F (1, 37) = 16.396, p < 0.001). Post- 

oc analyses following the effect of Background Type showed 

hat Logit- θ-PLV was significantly greater under quiet than noisy 

ackgrounds (Logit- θ-PLV Quiet > Logit- θ-PLV SSN , t (39) = 5.107, p 

 10 −4 ; Logit- θ-PLV Quiet > Logit- θ-PLV Babble , t (39) = 9.772, p <

0 −10 ) and significantly greater under SSN than under babble noise 
10 
t (39) = 7.205, p < 10 −7 ). No significant interaction effects were ob- 

erved. 

We also tested whether arousal during neural measurements 

nfluenced the effects of age and hearing loss on the neural sig- 

atures. Additional analyses were conducted by including the den- 

ity of sleep spindles as fixed-effect covariates in the linear mixed- 

ffect regressions for FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV. The statistical re- 

ults are described in the Appendices A1 , which showed that adding 

he density of spindles in the regression models did not change the 

tatistical significance of the effects of age and hearing loss (see 

able A1 ). We also fitted separate linear mixed-effect models for 

he neural signatures only based on the subset of data where par- 

icipants were awake or at high arousal states. The results showed 
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Table 3 

Loadings of principal components (PCs) obtained via PCA on the neural signa- 

tures (obtained in quiet and SSN and in quiet and babble noise, respectively) 

after they were transformed into Anderson-Rubin scores via varimax rotation. 

Two PCs (PC1 Neural and PC2 Neural ) with eigenvalues > 1 were retained. Load- 

ings highlighted in bold ( > 0.8) indicate the relatively high contributions of 

certain neural signatures to a given PC. 

Background types Measures PC1 Neural PC2 Neural 

Quiet + SSN FFR ENV_F0_Quiet 0.927 0.083 

FFR ENV_F0_SSN 0.933 -0.055 

Logit- θ -PLV Quiet -0.047 0.892 

Logit- θ -PLV SSN 0.074 0.884 

Quiet + Babble FFR ENV_F0_Quiet 0.939 -0.074 

FFR ENV_F0_Babble 0.925 0.157 

Logit- θ -PLV Quiet 0.039 0.810 

Logit- θ -PLV Babble 0.028 0.849 
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hat statistical significances remain the same as the original results 

see Appendices A2, Table A2 ). These thus indicate that changes in 

rousal may have affected the magnitudes of FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- 

-PLV ( Mai et al., 2019 ), however, such changes had not caused sig-

ificant impacts on how age and hearing loss affected these neural 

ignatures. 

In sum, results of the linear mixed-effect regressions showed 

hat: (1) SiN performance was better under SSN than under babble 

oise; age and hearing loss contributed to poorer performances, 

owever, the effects were present only under babble noise but not 

nder SSN; (2) FFR ENV_F0 magnitude was susceptible to changes 

rom quiet to noisy backgrounds (but not to changes between 

SN and babble noise); it had smaller magnitude in participants 

ith older age and higher degree of high-frequency hearing loss 

ut greater magnitude in participants with higher degree of low- 

requency hearing loss; (3) Logit- θ-PLV was susceptible to changes 

rom quiet to noisy backgrounds and to changes between different 

oise types (SSN vs. babble noise); it was greater in participants 

ith older age and higher degree of hearing loss; (4) no evidence 

as found that changes in arousal during the neural measurements 

ignificantly influenced the effects of age and hearing loss on the 

eural signatures. 

.2. Neural-behavioral relationship 

Neural-behavioral relationships were assessed by linearly re- 

ressing SRTs on the neural signatures obtained in quiet and 

he corresponding types of noise. PCAs were first applied on the 

redictors (neural signatures). The first two PCs (PC1 Neural and 

C2 Neural ) whose eigenvalues > 1 were retained for both predictors 

or SRT SSN (explaining 83.2% of the total variance) and predictors 

or SRT Babble (explaining 78.7% of the total variance). Table 3 shows 

he loadings of PCs. For PC1 Neural , FFR ENV_F0 had relatively high 

oadings ( > 0.9) compared to relatively low loadings for Logit- θ- 

LV ( < 0.1). For PC2 Neural , Logit- θ-PLV had relatively high loadings 

 > 0.8) compared to relatively low loadings for FFR ENV_F0 ( < 0.2). 

herefore, PC1 Neural largely reflected FFR ENV_F0 magnitudes, while 

C2 Neural largely reflected Logit- θ-PLV. 

Multiple linear regressions were then conducted using SRTs as 

ependent variables and the corresponding PCs as the independent 

ariables. The statistical results are shown in Table 4 . For predict- 

ng SRT SSN , we found that SRT SSN was significantly correlated with 

C2 Neural ( β = -0.334, p = 0.036) but not with PC1 Neural ( β = -

.145, p = 0.350). For predicting SRT Babble , we found that SRT Babble 

as significantly correlated with PC1 Neural ( β = -0.340, p = 0.030) 

ut not with PC2 Neural ( β = 0.210, p = 0.171). The results there- 

ore indicate that better SiN performance corresponded to greater 

C2 (which largely reflected Logit- θ-PLV) under SSN and with 
Neural 

11 
reater PC1 Neural (which largely reflected FFR ENV_F0 magnitude) un- 

er babble noise. 

.3. Mediation effects of neural signatures 

In the mediation models, SRTs (SiN performances) were pre- 

icted by the PCs that represented age and PTATs (PC1 Age_PTAT and 

C2 Age_PTAT ) with PCs that represented the neural signatures as 

ediators (PC1 Neural and PC2 Neural ) obtained under quiet and the 

orresponding types of noise (quiet and SSN for SRT SSN ; quiet and 

abble noise for SRT Babble ). Table 5 shows the statistical results 

f the indirect/mediation, direct and total effects. An effect was 

onsidered as statistically significant when zero fell outside the 

5% confidence interval of the corresponding bootstrap distribu- 

ion. Note that higher SRT stands for poorer SiN performance. 

We found significant mediation/indirect effects of PC1 Neural , 

n which PC1 Age_PTAT and PC2 Age_PTAT respectively affected SRT 

hrough PC1 Neural under babble noise (effect sizes: former = 0.146; 

atter = -0.108). These effects were the combined effects of 

 negative/positive correlation between PC1 Age_PTAT /PC2 Age_PTAT 

nd PC1 Neural and a negative correlation between PC1 Neural and 

RT Babble . We also found significant mediation effects of PC2 Neural , 

n which PC1 Age_PTAT and PC2 Age_PTAT respectively affected SRT 

hrough PC2 Neural under both SSN (effect sizes: former = -0.155; 

atter = -0.242) and babble noise (effect size: former = -0.170; 

atter = -0.183). These effects were the combined effects of posi- 

ive correlations between PC1 Age_PTAT /PC2 Age_PTAT and PC2 Neural and 

egative correlations between PC2 Neural and SRT SSN /SRT Babble . Em- 

irically, values to designate effect sizes for regressions as small, 

edium and large are 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5, respectively ( Cohen, 1992 ). 

hese values were then squared for mediation (i.e., 0.01, 0.09 and 

.25, respectively) because each mediation effect is the product of 

wo regression coefficients (see 2.5.3 ) ( Preacher and Kelley, 2011 ). 

herefore, the significant mediation effects currently found had 

edium to large effect sizes. 

Significant direct effects of PC1 Age_PTAT on SRT were found 

nder both SSN (effect size = 0.337) and babble noise (ef- 

ect size = 0.507). There was also a significant direct effect of 

C2 Age_PTAT on SRT under babble noise (effect size = 0.706). There 

ere significant total effects of PC1 Age_PTAT (effect size = 0.483) 

nd PC2 Age_PTAT (effect size = 0.416) on SRT under babble noise. 

o significant total effects of PC1 Age_PTAT /PC2 Age_PTAT on SRT were 

ound under SSN. 

In summary, the results indicate that both subcortical/cortical 

FR to F 0 (i.e., FFR ENV_F0 largely reflected by PC1 Neural ) and cortical 

low-envelope phase-locking (i.e., Logit- θ-PLV largely reflected by 

C2 Neural ) significantly mediate the effects of age and hearing loss 

n SiN performances. Specifically, the FFR decreased with age/high- 

requency hearing loss (largely reflected by PC1 Age_PTAT ) which in 

urn contributed to poorer SiN performance, but increased with 

ow-frequency hearing loss (largely reflected by PC2 Age_PTAT ) which 

n turn contributed to better SiN performance. These mediations 

ccurred only under babble noise. Note that the mediations had 

he same sign as the direct effect of PC1 Age_PTAT but opposite sign 

o the direct effect of PC2 Age_PTAT . This indicates that the FFR fa- 

ilitated the effect of age/high-frequency hearing loss (i.e., made 

iN performances even worse), but suppressed the effect of low- 

requency hearing loss (i.e., helped to resist worsening of perfor- 

ances) ( MacKinnon et al., 20 0 0 ). On the other hand, the slow-

nvelope phase-locking increased with both age/high-frequency 

earing loss and low-frequency hearing loss which in turn con- 

ributed to better SiN performance. These effects occurred under 

oth SSN and babble noise. These mediations had the opposite 

ign to the direct effects of PC1 Age_PTAT and PC2 Age_PTAT , indicat- 

ng that the slow-envelope phase-locking suppressed the effects of 

ge and hearing loss (i.e., helped to resist worsening of SiN per- 
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Table 4 

Statistical results for the neural-behavioral relationships using multiple linear regressions. SRT SSN was predicted by neural 

signatures obtained under quiet and SSN, whilst SRT Babble was predicted by neural signatures obtained under quiet and babble 

noise. Predictors were the first two PCs (PC1 Neural and PC2 Neural ) retained via PCAs applied on neural signatures (see loadings 

of corresponding PCs in Table 3 ). FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV were largely reflected by the PC1 Neural and PC2 Neural , respectively 

and are indicated correspondingly in the brackets with Italics. DV, β , CI and p refer to dependent variables, standardized 

regression coefficients, confidence intervals (95%) and p values, respectively. Significant p values ( < 0.05) are indicated in 

bold. ∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001. 

DV 

Background types of 

neural predictors Predictors β 95% CI p 

SRT SSN Quiet + SSN PC1 Neural ( FFR ENV_F0 ) 

PC2 Neural ( Logit- θ -PLV ) 

-0.145 

-0.334 

[-0.455, 0.165] 

[-0.644, -0.024] 

0.350 

0.036 ∗

SRT Babble Quiet + Babble PC1 Neural ( FFR ENV_F0 ) 

PC2 Neural ( Logit- θ -PLV ) 

-0.340 

0.210 

[-0.645, -0.034] 

[-0.095, 0.516] 

0.030 ∗

0.171 

Table 5 

Statistical results for the mediation analyses. The predictors were the first two PCs (PC1 Age_PTAT and PC2 Age_PTAT ) retained via PCAs applied 

on the age and PTATs. The mediators were the first two PCs (PC1 Neural and PC2 Neural ) retained via PCAs applied on the neural signatures 

(obtained under quiet and SSN when predicting SRT SSN and under quiet and babble noise when predicting SRT Babble ). Age/high-frequency 

PTATs and low-frequency PTATs were largely reflected by PC1 Age_PTAT and PC2 Age_PTAT , respectively. FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV were largely 

reflected by PC1 Neural and PC2 Neural , respectively. They are indicated correspondingly in the brackets with Italics. DV refers to the dependent 

variables. All effect sizes were obtained based on the standardized regression coefficients. The corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI) 

obtained via bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) bootstrapping are shown underneath each effect size with square brackets. Significant 

effects are indicated in bold. ∗zero fell outside 95% CI; ∗∗zero fell outside 99% CI; ∗∗∗zero fell outside 99.9% CI. 

DV 

Background 

types of 

neural 

signatures 

Predictors Mediation/indirect effects Direct effects Total effects 

Mediator 1 

PC1 Neural 

( FFR ENV_F0 ) 

Mediator 2 

PC2 Neural 

( Logit- θ-PLV ) 

SRT SSN Quiet + SSN PC1 Age_PTAT 

( age/high-frequency PTATs ) 

0.028 

[-0.195, 0.226] 

-0.155 ∗

[-0.432, -0.016] 

0.337 ∗

[0.001, 0.756] 

0.210 

[-0.086, 0.483] 

PC2 Age_PTAT 

( low-frequency PTATs ) 

-0.018 

[-0.207, 0.086] 

-0.242 ∗∗

[-0.555, -0.067] 

0.227 

[-0.141, 0.495] 

-0.033 

[-0.351, 0.224] 

SRT Babble Quiet + Babble PC1 Age_PTAT 

( age/high-frequency PTATs ) 

0.146 ∗

[0.036, 0.315] 

-0.170 ∗∗

[-0.401, -0.037] 

0.507 ∗∗

[0.160, 0.840] 

0.483 ∗∗∗

[0.220, 0.716] 

PC2 Age_PTAT 

( low-frequency PTATs ) 

-0.108 ∗

[-0.392, -0.004] 

-0.183 ∗∗

[-0.386, -0.042] 

0.706 ∗∗∗

[0.398, 0.967] 

0.416 ∗∗

[0.126, 0.687] 
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ormances). Taken together, these results imply distinct mediation 

ffects of neural encoding of F 0 and slowly-fluctuating envelopes. 

. Discussion 

We studied neural phase-locked encoding of speech with the 

ims of assessing how early-stage phase-locked activities are af- 

ected by ageing and how ageing affects SiN perception through 

hese activities. We also aimed to assess whether such processes 

nvolve similar or different mechanisms for the encoding of differ- 

nt acoustic properties. These activities include phase-locked re- 

ponses to F 0 (FFR ENV_F0 that primarily originates from the sub- 

ortical level, Chandrasekaran and Kraus, 2010 ; Bidelman, 2018 ; 

offey et al., 2019 ) and to slowly-fluctuating acoustic envelopes 

Logit- θ-PLV at the cortical level, Howard and Poeppel, 2010 ). It is 

ecessary to stress that these activities we focused on reflect the 

elatively low-level, early-stage phase-locked encoding as partici- 

ants passively listened to stimuli of a repeated single vowel dur- 

ng the neural assessments. It is also noteworthy that we recruited 

articipants in which older adults had great inter-individual audio- 

etric variability ranging from relatively normal hearing to mild- 

o-severe hearing loss that resembled the hearing status of typ- 

cal ageing populations in the real world ( Gopinath et al., 2009 ; 

umes et al., 2010 ). Based on our results, we will discuss the ef-

ects of ageing elements collected from this study (i.e., age and 

ge-related hearing loss) on the phase-locked activities and the po- 

ential relationships between these activities and SiN perception. 

e will then interpret their possible mediation roles in terms of 

ow age and hearing loss affect SiN perception through these ac- 

ivities. Finally, limitations of the present study will be discussed 

or future research. 
12 
.1. Effects of age and hearing loss on phase-locked encoding of 

peech 

The first step of the present study was to address how age 

nd hearing loss affect the phase-locked encoding of speech. As 

ge and hearing loss are highly correlated, it is difficult to disso- 

iate them in participants who were currently recruited to reflect 

eal-world scenarios. We thus applied PCA which previous studies 

ave not applied on the age and hearing loss. We largely separated 

ge/high-frequency ( ≥ 2 kHz) hearing loss from low-frequency ( < 

 kHz) hearing loss and were able to test the different effects of 

hese two components on the phase-locked activities. 

First, FFR ENV_F0 had smaller magnitudes in participants who had 

lder age and higher degree of high-frequency hearing loss, but 

reater magnitudes in those with higher degree of low-frequency 

earing loss. To our knowledge, this is a finding that has not been 

eported by previous studies. Previous studies showed declined 

FRs in normal-hearing older adults compared to young adults 

 Anderson et al., 2012 ; Presacco et al., 2016 , 2019 ), whilst hear-

ng loss may result in reduced neural inhibition that leads to in- 

reased neural responses to F 0 -rate envelope modulations in both 

nimals ( Kale and Heinz, 2010 ; Henry et al., 2014 ; Zhong et al.,

014 ) and humans ( Anderson et al., 2013; Goossens et al., 2016, 

019 ). The reason that low-, not high-, frequency hearing loss 

as associated with greater FFR ENV_F0 may be that the PCA ap- 

lied on the age and PTATs was able to largely separate low- 

requency hearing loss from age, rather than high-frequency hear- 

ng loss from age. The effect of hearing loss that was dissociated 

rom increased age could thus be reflected by the low- rather 

han high-frequency hearing loss. Therefore, these results indicate 

hat the impact of the ageing process on phase-locked encod- 

ng of F 0 could be a combined effect of age-related hearing loss 
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nd the ageing process that is independent of peripheral hear- 

ng. We argue that, if this is the case, such ageing process would 

e a functional brain ageing process. Specifically, timing precision 

f neural firing could have reduced in the subcortex that would 

ead to dampened phase-locking to F 0 cues following brain age- 

ng ( Anderson et al., 2012 ). In addition, although FFR ENV_F0 pos- 

esses the neural sources that primarily originate from the subcor- 

ex ( Chandrasekaran and Kraus, 2010 ; Bidelman, 2018 ; Coffey et al., 

019 ), recent research has demonstrated additional sources in the 

rimary auditory cortex ( Coffey et al., 2016 , 2019 ; Hartmann and 

eisz, 2019 ; Ross et al., 2020 ). Therefore, it is possible that con-

ributions of age and hearing loss observed here might also partly 

ome from the cortical level. 

Second, Logit- θ-PLV was greater in participants who had older 

ge and higher degree of hearing loss. This is consistent with pre- 

ious studies showing that, compared to young adults, older adults 

ave greater cortical auditory-evoked responses ( Alain et al., 2014; 

errmann et al., 2013, 2016 ) and theta-band auditory steady-state 

esponses (ASSR) ( Tlumak et al., 2015 ; Goossens et al., 2016 ). We

rgue that the result could reflect the neural hyperexcitability dur- 

ng ageing as phase-locked responses to auditory and speech stim- 

li at theta rates reflects the neural excitability (in terms of neural 

ring) in the auditory cortex ( Ng et al., 2013 ). It is suggested that

his hyperexcitability may be due to age-related down-regulation 

n synthesis and release of GABA neurotransmitters leading to re- 

uced cortical inhibition ( Goossens et al., 2016 ). Alternatively, au- 

itory compensation in the cortex for hearing loss may have oc- 

urred. It has been reported that, when adults with hearing loss 

assively listened to a meaningless syllable (a similar paradigm to 

he present study to test early-stage speech processing), auditory- 

voked responses were increased in higher-level cortical regions 

frontal cortices) as a possible compensation of decreased re- 

ponses in the temporal cortex ( Campbell and Sharmer, 2013 ). In 

his sense, it is necessary for future work to dissociate low- and 

igh-level regions by including more EEG electrodes so that phase- 

ocked activities in these regions can be localized (see 4.4 for 

urther discussions). Also, theta-band phase-locked responses to 

peech can reflect neural tracking of slowly-fluctuating speech en- 

elopes ( Luo and Poeppel, 2007 ; Peelle et al., 2013 ). As the stimu-

us presentation rate used during the current neural recording ( ∼5 

owels per second) approximated the syllable rate (theta rates) in 

ormal speech conversations ( Greenberg et al., 2003 ), Logit- θ-PLV 

an thus largely reflect neural processing of speech envelopes at 

he syllable level as in previous studies ( Luo and Poeppel, 2007 ; 

oward and Poeppel, 2010 ; Peelle et al., 2013 ). The current result 

s thus consistent with the finding showing greater cortical track- 

ng of speech envelopes in older adults ( Presacco et al., 2016 , 2019 )

nd adults with hearing loss ( Decruy et al., 2020 ). It is important

o note that, however, in these studies ( Presacco et al., 2016 , 2019 ;

ecruy et al., 2020 ), participants’ tasks were to actively pay at- 

ention to the target speech, while in the present study, partici- 

ants listened passively to a repeated vowel without higher-order 

inguistic information. This indicates that the hyperexcitability or 

ompensatory effect occurred at early stages of speech processing. 

lso, it is unlikely that this was due to increased listening effort in 

lder adults, because the greater Logit- θ-PLV was found even un- 

er quiet background that should not require effortful listening. 

In sum, these results imply that the mechanisms by which age 

nd hearing loss affect early-stage phase-locked activities differ be- 

ween encoding of F 0 and slowly-fluctuating envelopes. 

.2. Potential neural-behavioral relationships 

Potential neural-behavioral relationships were demonstrated by 

esting how the phase-locked activities were correlated with SiN 

erformance under the two types of background noise (SSN and 
13 
ulti-talker babble noise). We showed that greater FFR ENV_F0 mag- 

itude was correlated with better SiN performance under babble 

oise, while greater Logit- θ-PLV was correlated with better SiN 

erformance under SSN. 

These results are in line with previous studies showing that 

reater FFR ENV_F0 magnitudes correspond with better SiN per- 

ormance ( Anderson et al., 2011 ; Fujihira and Shiraishi, 2015 ; 

ai et al., 2018 ) and that neural tracking of slowly-fluctuating 

peech envelopes are critical for speech perception ( Ahissar et al., 

001 ; Peelle et al., 2013 ; Doelling et al., 2014 ). Our results stresses

hat the potential relationships for the two types of phase-locked 

ctivities differ across noise types. The results indicates that neural 

ncoding of F 0 cues might be more important for SiN perception 

nder babble noise than under SSN. Compared to SSN, babble noise 

auses an additional informational masking that mainly included 

coustic-phonetic interference (N.B., the number of talkers of bab- 

le noise was 16, hence no lexical interference, see Hoen et al., 

007 ). Therefore, neural encoding of F 0 may contribute to ex- 

racting target speech information against such interference. On 

he other hand, cortical tracking of slowly-fluctuating envelopes 

ould be more important for SiN perception under SSN than un- 

er babble noise. This echoes another finding in the present study 

here Logit- θ-PLV was significantly greater under SSN than babble 

oise and correspondingly SiN performance was significantly bet- 

er under SSN than babble noise. These results thus emphasize that 

ogit- θ-PLV could be an important neural indicator for SiN percep- 

ion, especially under SSN. 

Despite such findings, it is equally important to note that re- 

ression analyses only revealed potential or indirect relationships, 

.e., the contributions made by phase-locked encoding to SiN per- 

eption are deductive not causal. 

.3. The mediation roles of phase-locked encoding 

Although we had demonstrated how age and hearing loss af- 

ected neural phase-locked activities and the relationships between 

hese activities and SiN perception, it had still not been clarified 

ow age and hearing loss may affect SiN perception through these 

ctivities. Understanding this should further elucidate the contri- 

utions that the effects of age/hearing loss on phase-locked activi- 

ies made to SiN perception. Therefore, we further conducted me- 

iation analyses to address this issue. 

The results showed significant mediation effects (with medium 

o large effect sizes) of both FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV but 

ith different mechanisms. Specifically, FFR ENV_F0 decreased with 

ge/high-frequency hearing loss which in turn contributed to 

oorer SiN performances (hence facilitating the effect of age/high- 

requency hearing loss that made the performances even worse) 

ut increased with low-frequency hearing loss which in turn con- 

ributed to better SiN performances (hence suppressing the effect 

f low-frequency hearing loss that resisted worsening of the per- 

ormances) under babble noise. Logit- θ-PLV, on the other hand, in- 

reased with age and hearing loss which in turn contributed to 

etter SiN performances (hence suppressing the effect of age and 

earing loss that resisted worsening of the performances) under 

oth SSN and babble noise. These results are in line with the ef- 

ects of age and hearing loss on the neural signatures (see 3.1 

nd 4.1 ) and the potential neural-behavioral relationships where 

FR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV positively correlated with SiN perfor- 

ances (see 3.2 and 4.2 ). Note that although significant correlation 

etween Logit- θ-PLV and SiN performance was present only under 

SN, significant mediation of Logit- θ-PLV was found under both 

SN and babble noise. This may be because the previous neural- 

ehavioral analyses were conducted to show the overall relation- 

hip between Logit- θ-PLV and SiN perception without considering 

ge and hearing loss, while the mediation analyses considered how 
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ogit- θ-PLV mediated the effect of age and hearing loss on SiN per- 

eption. 

The facilitative mediation of FFR ENV_F0 for the effect of age/high- 

requency hearing loss is consistent with the arguments that de- 

reased FFR following ageing may be a cause for difficulties during 

iN perception in older adults ( Anderson et al., 2012 ). Such effect 

ccurred only under babble noise probably due to the possible role 

f neural processing of F 0 cues in resisting the acoustic-phonetic 

nformational masking under babble noise as mentioned in the 

revious discussions (see 4.2 ). On the other hand, the suppres- 

ive mediation of FFR ENV_F0 and Logit- θ-PLV indicates that neu- 

al changes following age/hearing loss may not necessarily con- 

ribute to impaired SiN performances, but could also help alle- 

iate SiN difficulties. Our results thus had not provided evidence 

or the claim that increased cortical phase-locking to speech en- 

elopes following ageing can lead to imbalance between neu- 

al excitation and inhibition that in turn impairs SiN perception 

 Presacco et al., 2016 ). An argument by Presacco et al. (2016) was

hat the excitation-inhibition imbalance may impair SiN percep- 

ion through the decreased neural resources of higher-level cog- 

itive functions. It would thus be worthwhile for future work to 

tudy how such increased cortical activities relate to changes in 

igher-level cognitive functions that are important for SiN percep- 

ion (data of which the present study had not collected, see 4.4 for 

iscussions on limitations). 

The mediation results thus indicate, for the first time according 

o our knowledge, the distinct mechanisms that underlie how age 

nd hearing loss affect SiN perception through early-stage neural 

hase-locked encoding of different speech acoustic properties. 

.4. Limitations and future work 

First, participants listened to a repeated single vowel during 

he neural assessments, which is a conventional paradigm to cap- 

ure FFR in human participants ( Aiken and Picton, 2008 ; Skoe and 

raus, 2010 ). Because of the passive listening and the lack of 

igher-level linguistic features (semantic/syntactic information) in 

he stimuli, the phase-locked activities should therefore mainly re- 

ect early-stage processing, consistent with our current focus. It 

s noteworthy that this may reflect processing of speech-specific 

roperties (phonetic and phonological cues of the vowel /i/) and/or 

on-speech-specific phase-locked encoding of complex acoustic 

roperties (F 0 of the harmonic complexes and the theta-band am- 

litude envelope modulations). Due to the focus on the early-stage 

hase-locked activities, participants’ higher-level cognitive func- 

ions had not been included in the current screening plan. How- 

ver, age-related cognitive declines would be important for further 

xplaining the impacts of ageing on SiN perception ( Slade et al., 

020 ). This is reflected by the results of the mediation analyses 

howing significant direct effects of age and hearing loss (see 3.3 

nd Table 5 ), indicating that age and hearing loss may have also 

ffected SiN perception through other age-related factors besides 

arly-stage phase-locked activities, such as higher-level cognitive 

unctions. Therefore, mediation of phase-locked activities should 

ot dominate the explanation for the way in which age and hear- 

ng loss affect SiN perception. The cognitive functions related to 

ge/hearing loss and SiN perception include working memory and 

ttention ( Lin et al., 2013 ). Working memory capacity is related to 

iN perception in older adults ( Schoof and Rosen, 2014 ), while at- 

ention is critical for suppressing neural sensitivity to background 

oise ( Rimmele et al., 2015 ) and such ability deteriorates during 

geing ( Andrés et al., 2006 ). Working memory and attention also 

ontribute to resisting informational masking caused by babble 

oise ( Schneider et al., 2007 ; Shinn-Cunningham and Best, 2008 ). 

urthermore, other cognitive factors like Mild Cognitive Impair- 

ent (MCI) could occur in some older adults ( Petersen et al., 1999 )
14 
hat could influence neural processing of speech and speech per- 

eption ( Bidelman et al., 2017 ). It is not clear how these factors 

ay affect mediation of the phase-locked activities. Future stud- 

es should include screening of cognitive functions to better model 

ow they and phase-locked activities together affect SiN percep- 

ion following ageing. In addition, future work could use simulta- 

eous neural and behavioural assessments (i.e., neural recordings 

onducted concurrently during the SiN perception tasks) which 

ould better assess cortical phase-locked activities during process- 

ng at higher-level cognitive stages and inform how such higher- 

evel processing may be related to SiN performances. 

Second, the cortical phase-locked activity was measured with 

wo electrode sites (C3 and C4; see 2.2.2 ). A whole-head configu- 

ation of EEG electrodes may help to better localize (e.g., via source 

ocalization with high-density EEGs) where this activity takes place 

esides the presumptive early-stage region of auditory cortex. It 

as suggested that adults with hearing loss tend to recruit larger 

r higher-level cortical networks in the brain even for early-stage 

uditory speech processing during passive listening ( Campbell and 

harmer, 2013 ). The whole-head EEG may also help to reveal hemi- 

pheric laterality. One can hypothesize that dedifferentiation of lat- 

rality may occur following age and/or hearing loss due to the 

reater recruitment of larger cortical networks to aid speech pro- 

essing. Future work on this in coordination with mediation anal- 

ses could further our understanding of how phase-locked activi- 

ies in higher-level cortical regions (even during early processing 

tages) may be affected by age and hearing loss that contribute to 

iN perception. 

Finally, different types of hearing loss may have additional in- 

uences. Here, we tested hearing loss via air-conduction. Audio- 

rams for majority of older participants showed hearing loss at 

igh frequencies ( ≥ 2 kHz), consistent with the pattern of pres- 

ycusis which is usually sensorineural hearing loss caused by age- 

elated declines in the inner ear ( Huang and Tang, 2010 ). Despite 

his, we cannot exclude that some participants may also suffer 

rom conductive hearing loss (tested via bone-conduction). Fur- 

hermore, conductive hearing loss is often related to low-frequency 

earing loss ( Declau et al., 2007 ). As such, it is interesting to look

nto how conductive hearing loss may contribute to phase-locked 

ncoding of speech (esp. FFR ENV_F0 which was shown to be dif- 

erently affected by low- and high-frequency hearing loss in the 

resent study). Therefore, future work could further include bone- 

onduction to better clarify the roles of different types of hearing 

oss. 

.5. Summary and conclusion 

The present study investigated early-stage neural phase-locked 

esponses to speech acoustic properties (F 0 and slowly-fluctuating 

nvelopes) in human adults across a wide age range. The aims 

ere to address how these phase-locked activities are affected 

y ageing that may contribute to speech-in-noise (SiN) perception 

nd whether mechanisms that underlie this process differ between 

eural processing of these two types of speech properties. 

New approaches and insights were brought by this study. First, 

ompared to previous studies, older adults recruited in this study 

ad great inter-individual variability of audiometric hearing. Par- 

icipants were thus more representative to reflect the hearing sta- 

us of typical ageing populations in real life. Second, we applied 

CA which largely separated age/high-frequency ( ≥ 2 kHz) hear- 

ng loss from low-frequency ( < 2 kHz) hearing loss. We showed 

hat the effects of these two components on phase-locked activ- 

ties differed for the two types of phase-locked activities, the re- 

ults of which have not been reported by previous studies. Specif- 

cally, FFR to F 0 cues decreased with age/high-frequency hear- 

ng loss but increased with low-frequency hearing loss, whilst 
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hase-locking to slowly-fluctuating envelopes increased with both 

ge/high-frequency hearing loss and low-frequency hearing loss. 

inally, we investigated how age and hearing loss affect SiN per- 

eption through the phase-locked activities via mediation analy- 

is, an advanced approach that has not been employed so far for 

tudying neural mechanisms underlying SiN perception during age- 

ng. We showed that FFR had both facilitative and suppressive me- 

iation whilst phase-locking to slowly-fluctuating envelopes had 

uppressive mediation for the effects of age and hearing loss on 

iN perception. The suppressive mediation thus indicates that ef- 

ects on neural activities following ageing may not necessarily lead 

o worse SiN perception as expected, but could also help alleviate 

iN difficulties. Moreover, we showed different mediation effects 

nder different types of background noise. Significant mediation of 

FR occurred only under babble noise compared to mediation of 

low envelope phase-locking under both SSN and babble noise, in- 

icating the possible specific role of F 0 encoding for resisting infor- 

ation masking in multi-talker babbles compared to the potential 

mportance of encoding slowly-fluctuating envelopes for SiN per- 

eption regardless of whether information masking is present or 

ot. 

Taken together, our results demonstrate possible mechanisms 

hrough which age and hearing loss affect the early-stage phase- 

ocked encoding of different speech acoustic properties and SiN 

erception. As the FFR has primary sources from the subcortex 

ith neural phase-locking to slowly-fluctuating envelopes occur- 

ng at the cortex, the results could reflect distinct mechanisms be- 

ween the subcortical and cortical levels, although cortical contri- 

ution of FFR needs to be clarified in the future. The present study 

hould therefore further our understanding of the possible role of 

hase-locked neural activities for SiN perception during ageing. Fu- 

ure work may study how age-related declines in higher-level cog- 

itive functions contribute to these mechanisms. 
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